Photography Classes - For Adults!

Jess, the instructor, has been photographing for almost 35 years, first as a hobbyist and the last 10 years as a
Professional. His main focus is on Commercial/Product images, but he is very well versed in every aspect of Photography.

4:30 - 6:00PM at CFHS
Beginning Photography - TUESDAYS, October 16 - November 13 Or November 27 - December 18

If you’ve ever wanted to become a better photographer and/or learn what the different functions on your camera can do
and how to use them, this is the class for you! The course will focus on beginning aspects of Light and Composition, how
to use the various modes and functions associated with your camera, and will center on getting used to shooting in Manual
mode. Bring your camera and let’s have some fun! Fee: $98

Photoshop Class -THURSDAYS, October 20 - November 15 Or November 29 - December 20

The Adobe Photoshop class will center on learning the basics & intermediate techniques of how to process digital photos
and turn them into amazing images! Included in the course will be photo manipulation, Healing Brush techniques,
enhancing colors, using Layers, Filters and more. If you have ever wanted to learn Photoshop, come join us and tackle
techniques the Pro’s use or just have some fun with your photos! Fee: $98

Advanced Photography - WEDNESDAYS, November 28 - December 19

The Advanced photography course will place more emphasis on 3 key areas: Use of Manual Mode, Advanced Lighting
Techniques and how to photograph more specialized types of Photography. These areas will include genres such as
Macro, Pet, Product, Landscape, Lightning, Night photography and more! If you have taken the Beginning course and
want to learn more or if you are a seasoned hobbyist and want to expand your knowledge in any given area, this class is
for you! Fee: $98

